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STAMPS NOT RECORDED AS PERFINS   Bulletin 273 Pg.19. 

ALAN SANDY has reported the 1948 C.I. Liberation 1d stamp found  
with perfin SPERO. No details of postmark or date. PHIL BUTCHER  
says the 2½d C.I. Liberation stamp was ES/&/AR with Bristol 48  
CDS which looks genuine. I have heard from two members who, for  
many years, have been looking for this issue perfined. They must  
be considered rarities I would think. (Stamps not members!) 

MULTIPOST LABEL  Bulletin 271 Pg.12. 

JACK BRANDT from America has sent photocopies of these two 
illustrated labels. Both are from American Companies and clearly  
show they are from sideways coils.  No more information about them. 

 

 
 

URUGUAY "St & Co"  Bulletin 271 Pg.18. 

JACK BRANDT says this perfin is known on PARAGUAY issues. The 
World Perfins Catalogue lists the user as Staudt & Co., but no  
address. Can Manchester members say if there was a firm of the  
same name in their city? The original query from Robert Eissler  
was for this perfin on stamps of Uruguay.  The mystery deepens. 

1922 IRISH OVERPRINTS   Bulletin 272 Pg.14-15. 

ROY GAULT writes, "The 1922 Irish Overprint article is still  
bringing in a few replies. Altogether some 20 people have now  
contributed details. The original list of 20 dies has expanded to  
50, plus another 8 dies known only on Eire issues, producing  
around 170 variations of value and overprint type. 

I will be producing an updated list with full illustrations of the  
dies and plan to send a free copy to all those who contributed.  
Anyone else who is interested can obtain a copy from the Librarian  
when the price has been calculated." 



Bulletin No. 275 (Apr ‘95) Pg. 5. 

MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 
SIR HENRY BESSEMER  Bulletin 274 Pg.6-7.  

By Rosemary Smith. 
I, like 99% of members, had never heard of Bessemer in any other 
connection except the "Bessemer Steel Converter" until I read  
Maurice's article. 
By coincidence, on the 23rd February at Sheffield P.S. we were  
shown a display of G.B. Revenues. The speaker was Mr. G. Hardy from 
Matlock and his closing anecdote, saved until the last as it was a  
link with Sheffield and the making of steel, was this story of  
Bessemer and his ideas for making embossed Revenue Stamps safe  
from forgery. However Mr. Hardy did not make any mention of a link  
with perfins but presumably this invention of Bessemer's is well  
known in 'Revenue' collecting circles. 

*          *          *         * 
"CURRIE" PERFIN  Bulletin 274 Pg.14. 
DAVE HILL says Kevin Parkhill was correct in his assumption that 
"GARTH" was the name of the Estate belonging to Donald Currie. He 
bought the estate in 1880. 

*          *         *          * 
MONOGRAM T4195   Bulletin 253 Pg.15. 
In Bulletin 253 Kevin Parkhill thought that this monogram might be 
unravelled to make the initials TSLP. As a long shot DAVE HILL 
wonders if this could stand for Thomas Skinner Ltd., Publishers.  
They published the Stock Exchange Official Year Book, the  
Directory of Directors and the Bankers Almanac and Year Book. Did  
they ever use a monogram like this? 
Monograms are popular amongst publishers, evidence ULP for the 
University of London Press (Bulletin 270 Pg.16) and the MM for 
Macmillan. 
URUGUAY "St & C.°."  Bulletin 271 Pg.18; 274 Pg.16. 
BOB SCHWERDT has this die on an Argentine stamp with ROSARIO 
postmark. He also has the "St & C°.." on a Uruguay stamp of the 1899 
Electricity issue. The postmark has the date 1899 but only the  
last 'O' of a town cancel.  Still no link with Manchester, England. 

*         *         *         * 




